THE IEEE has recently approved the IEEE Std. 1603-2003 Advanced Library Format (ALF) standard, which specifies a modeling language for IC technology, cells, and block. ALF describes behavior, timing, power, signal integrity, physical abstraction, and the physical implementation rules of library elements (http://www.eda.org/alf). EDA applications can use ALF as a technology library description for cell-and block-based design.
Traditionally, technology library descriptions are an afterthought for EDA application tools. Application-specific library formats abound; they supply just the data needed for a particular EDA tool. You cannot dissociate the data's meaning from the tool. ALF reverses this principle, recognizing that silicon technology is the foundation for EDA tools and not the other way around. The idea is that EDA tools should recognize and comprehend the technology data described in ALF, just as a designer would use a datasheet or a data book of library elements to realize a design. In other words, the technology objects or library elements exist prior to and independently of a particular EDA tool.
The Open Verilog International consortium initiated and supported the ALF project. OVI is the precursor of Accellera, which is today the most significant feeder organization for IEEE standards in EDA. These organizations gave the industry Verilog (IEEE 1364) and VHDL (IEEE 1076), as well as three design data formats: the Standard Delay Format (SDF) specified in IEEE 1497; and the Physical Design Exchange Format (PDEF) and the Standard Parasitic Exchange Format (SPEF), specified in IEEE 1481.
As a starting point, ALF had to remain compatible with and similar to common industry practice in library modeling. At the same time, ALF had to be more comprehensive and forward looking than existing tool-specific library descriptions. As a format, ALF had to be simple and straightforward to facilitate its adoption by the user community. As a language, ALF had to offer semantics and description capabilities that allowed the construction of meaningful modeling data that are selfdescriptive and general enough for existing and new EDA applications.
ALF library and IP creation
ALF relates to IP in several ways. On one hand, ALF can describe abstract functional, electrical, and physical models of hardware IP blocks. Such models contain data that the designer needs to use the IP block in a particular design context, but they do not reveal implementation details of the IP block itself. Abstraction, rather than encapsulation, protects the IP. ALF also permits the creation of an abstract model as a specification or a prototype prior to the actual design of an IP block. You can consider the intelligent creation of an abstract model as IP in itself. This type of IP also remains hidden, because the IP lies in the creation process and not in the resulting ALF model.
ALF design applications
For EDA applications that use ALF models, ALF offers rich and elegant ways to describe technology more accurately than is possible using existing library formats. ALF relies on a set of fundamental principles, which make it possible for an EDA tool to support ALF in a systematic way.
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The concept of library-specific objects gives a contextspecific meaning to particular data. For example, capacitance generally describes a mathematical model for an electrical quantity. In the context of a wire object, ALF can describe a model for estimating interconnect capacitance. In the context of a pin object, it can describe the self-capacitance of a library cell's electrical terminal.
The vector concept provides a formal description of the temporal context of measurement data. The geometric-model concept supports the description of abstract geometries associated with physical objects. The arithmetic-model concept supports the specification of electrical, physical, or abstract measurement data in a systematic and mathematic way.
ALF permits the combination of orthogonal modeling concepts. For instance, the combination of vector and arithmetic-model concepts can describe electrical driver/load models for accurate delay and signal integrity calculations. These concepts are also helpful in generating transient current and voltage waveforms for power integrity and in identifying concurrently activated timing arcs caused by multiple switching inputs.
A combination of the arithmetic-and geometricmodel concepts can describe estimation models for electrical parasitic capacitance, resistance, and inductance in the presence of physical-routing obstructions. Such models can also help define design rules for manufacturability associated with specific geometric layout patterns.
Furthermore, ALF supports a formalism for declaring keywords and semantics within the language itself. This formalism serves to define a self-descriptive declaration of standard ALF keywords. It also provides a way of formally introducing new ALF keywords and their scope of usage. Using this formalism, it is possible to define, for example, new keywords for arithmetic models describing data in a new domain, such as electromechanical measurement data. Therefore, the scope of applications is virtually unlimited. IN SUMMARY, ALF is a technology enabler for EDA tools that create as well as consume ALF models. Not surprisingly, existing and emerging ALF applications for nanometer technology include layout optimization of cell-based ICs for signal integrity; reliability and manufacturability; RTL design planning and prototyping; and the analysis of power consumption and power integrity from behavioral to physical abstraction levels. 
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